Fast and compact: Metabo presents the new cordless impact driver



Working speed adjustable at 12 levels



High performance with brushless motor



Compact design makes operation easier

There is no real competition in terms of efficienty for the new cordless impact driver SSD 18 LTX 200 BL from Metabo:
Compared to the predecessor, the small power pack manages up to 34 percent more screws per battery pack charge. With
one 18V LiHD 4.0 Ah battery pack, this translates into around 525 screws 5x60 in one medium-dense wood fibreboard –
and this with an overall length of only 129 millimeters. This is possible thanks to the particularly powerful brushless motor.
This makes the SSD 18 LTX 200 BL one of the smallest and fastest impact drivers in its class.

Fast enough for any application
Using a thumbwheel, you can choose from twelve levels of speed and torque up to a maximum of 200 Newton metres
for any application. With the brushless motor, the SSD 18 LTX 200 BL has plenty of power despite the compact size. This
permits the impact driver to drive screws into soft wood with a diameter of 8 and a length of 300 millimeters. Tightening
and loosening of metric screws or the driving in of concrete screws is no problem. Compared to a standard
drill/screwdriver, the impact driver with hexagon socket holder has almost no reverse torque. therefore you can work
single handed for prolonged periods in repetitive applications with minimum user fatigue.

Turning without overtightening
A special function for self-drilling screws is the Automatic Power Shift (APS) that can be selected using a thumbwheel.
With APS, the tip of a self-drilling screw turns itself very quickly into the material in the beginning with high speed. After
drilling, the machine automatically reduces torque and speed, thus preventing the risk of overtightening the thread.

Can be combined in a variety of ways
The SSD 18 LTX 200 BL can be operated with all 18 Volt slide-on style battery packs. The new impact driver is part of the
Pick+Mix system from Metabo and can be combined with more than 85 Metabo machines, chargers, battery packs and
accessories of the 18 Volt class.

Technical data

Bit retainer
Voltage
Capacity
Speed and torque levels
No-load speed
Maximum torque
Maximum impact rate
Weight with
2.0 Ah Li-ion
4.0 Ah LiHD
5.5 Ah
Overall length

¼“ hexagon socket (6.35 mm)
18 V
4.0 Ah / 5.5 Ah
12
0 - 2,900
200 Nm
4,000
1.3 kg
1.4 kg
1.6 kg
129 mm

***
This press release including photos is also available on the internet at
www.metabo.com/de/de/info/aktuell/presse and www.cc-stuttgart.de/presseportal

The new impact driver SSD 18 LTX 200 BL from Metabo has 12
torque levels up to 200 Nm and weighs only 1.4 kilograms with a
4.0 Ah battery pack LiHD. Photo: Metabo

With its powerful brushless motor, the impact driver drives
screws in soft wood up to a diameter of 8 and a length of 300
millimeters. Photo: Metabo
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